
NEWLABOUR
- OLD TORIES

Privatisation, war, sleaze, spin-
doctors, and links with Big Business

- New Labour are just like the
Tories. They no longer represent
ordinary working class people. If
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If you think they're all the same - - -
you're right!

After 18 years of Tory privatisation, cuts and
job losses, New Labour was expected to be
different. Not so -New Labour, like the Old
Tories before, make life harder for working
people. We now live in a world where the
cost of living is increasing faster than
earnings! The 3 main parties in this election
all offer a diet of cuts, closures and
privatisation.
That is why the Socialist Party has with
others instigated the Campaign for a new
mass workers party, with public
representatives only taking the average wage.
With all the main parties only serving the
int€r€sts of the rich fat cats, the time is right
for the:

Campaign for a New Mass
Workers Party

you agree with our policies, then
join us in the fight for socialism,
where the wealth in society would
be used for the benefit of all, not just
the rich few.

BNP have no solutions
The British National Party (BNP)
claims that it is on the side of working
class people. Nothing €ould S€ further
from the truth. In the Miners' strike
they called for troops to be used
against striking Yorkshire miners and
funded strike breakers to go back to
work.
More recently during the Fire Service
strike, they called for fire fighters to
be banned from taking strike action.
BNP councillors consistently don't
vote against cuts or council tax
increases. In some cases they didn't
even bother to turn up for the
meetings!
We need to offer a clear alternative
based on working class unity and
fighting for the needs of working
people.

Friends of Working People?
I)on't think sol l)on't vote BNP

Socialist Party -
For the millions, not the millionaires

tr For an f,8 an hour minimum wage
tr Education - Scrap tuition fees and restore

student grants. Oppose privatisation by
City Academies and otrust' schools.

tr Re-nationalise the railways, and all public
utilities.

tr Scrap the unfair council tax.
tr Higher taxes for the rich, not the rest of us
tr Take the economy out of the hands of the

Fat Cats. For democratic public ownership
and control.

tr For a socialist society run in the interests
of the majority, whilst protecting the
environment.


